Jail Replacement Project

Status Update
Workgroup to Re-envision the Jail
October 19, 2018

Background
• Board of Supervisors Resolution No. 02-16:
“Resolution urging the Director of the Department of Public Health and the
Sheriff to convene a working group to plan for the permanent closure of
County Jails 3 and 4, and any corresponding investments in new mental
health facilities and current jail retrofits needed to uphold public safety and
better serve at-risk individuals.”

• Co-chairs:
o Sheriff Vicki Hennessy (Sheriff’s Department)
o Barbara Garcia* (Now Greg Wagner, Interim) (Director of
Department of Public Health)
o Roma Guy (Taxpayers for Public Safety)
• Work Group:
o 37 members from the City and the community.
o Community representation from sectors including formerly
incarcerated, youth, criminal justice reform, homeless,
mental health, and others.
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Work Group Guiding Principles
• Address racial disparities
• Support the work of community-based organizations
• Provide more trauma-informed approaches

• Avoid/minimize contact with law enforcement by using more
alternatives
• Promote trust in the community by removing law

enforcement from managing or staffing certain services
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Work Group Process

https://www.sfdph.org/dph/comupg/knowlcol/jrp/default.asp

Employed multiple tools to understand the jail population
and how to reduce criminal justice involvement, which
included:
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•

Sequential Intercept Model
Work Group Member Interviews
Issue Briefs
o Intercepts 0-5
o Facility Options
o Data Review
Small Group Discussion
Bed Day Analysis
Sheriff and Behavioral Health Data Analysis
12/1/16 report to the BOS Government Oversight and Affairs
Committee
6/13/17 final report to full BOS
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Using the Sequential Intercept Model
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Important Take Aways
• Implementing and tracking strategies designed to reduce
the jail population requires strong data collection and
analysis supported through collaboration of all criminal
justice and social services departments with appropriate
resources.
• There are various jail subpopulations, such as the severely
mentally ill, transitional age youth, seniors, and others with
complex needs that require long term strategies to reduce
criminal justice involvement.
• Using the Strategic Intercept Model, prevention efforts
may have the most impact on averting justice involvement.
Efforts at each intercept will help to reduce long jail stays
and create stronger exits.
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Important Take Aways
• Additional residential programming with eventual assignments to
low cost housing is needed for coordinated release efforts,
especially for the mentally ill.
• An analysis of bed days provides a useful framework for
understanding how to focus interventions to reduce the jail
population sufficiently to permanently close County Jail 4 without
replacement beds.
• While the Sheriff has the responsibility of overseeing the jails, she
has very little effect on who comes to jail, who stays in jail, and
external policies that affect the jail count.
• Working together to improve systems, while we may not agree on
all strategies, has provided benefits to the systems we have
examined.
• The incarcerated population remains disproportionately young and
black.
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Budget Background
The FY 2016-17 & 2017-18 budget included ongoing investments of $119.5 M per
year for programs targeting the justice-involved population in San Francisco.

In addition to these programs, the City budgeted $945 million for prevention services in
FY 2016-17 & 2017-18.
Service Category
Behavioral Health Treatment
Collaborative Courts
Services Targeted Diversion and Pre-trial Release
to the JusticeEducation
involved
Employment
Population
Medical Services
Reentry Services
Youth and Family Services
Grand Total
Services for the
General
Population

Housing Services
Homelessness Services
Behavioral Health Treatment
Grand Total

Budgeted
Amount FY 16-17

Number of
Participants

$25,708,015
$6,908,644
$9,189,565
$2,655,000
$5,630,000
$33,000,000
$28,330,611
$7,876,722
$119,298,557

20,200
8,400
14,200
3,300
1,100
12,800
21,200
1,200
82,400

$300,000,000
$275,000,000
$370,000,000
$945,000,000

*Since FY 2016-17, the City has made investments in these areas that are not reflected here.
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Budget Background
Investments made since the FY 2016-17 & 2017-18 budget include the following:
$18.5 M in diversion program spending (next slide)

Affordable housing
FY 2017-18 & 2018-19: $177.0 M spent on 2,781 units of affordable housing
FY 2018-19 & 2019-20: $479.0 M spent on 1,479 units of affordable housing
Homeless services

FY 2017-18 & 2018-19: $39.0 M for expanded permanent supportive
housing, rapid rehousing vouchers, shelter beds, and the Hummingbird
Navigation Center
FY 2018-19 & 2019-20: $60.0 M for expanded permanent supportive
housing, rapid rehousing vouchers, increased services for current clients, a
TAY navigation center, and additional access points for service connection
Behavioral health services
FY 2017-18 & 2018-19: $20.0 M for new conservatorships beds, expanded
services at harm reduction center, and new outreach services

FY 2018-19 & 2019-20: $25.0 M for expanded street medicine,
buprenorphine access, outpatient treatment, and inpatient addiction
treatment
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Budget Background
New Targeted Investments in Diversion
District Attorney Weekend Rebooking: Expands
hours so that attorneys are available to review cases
on the weekends.

Department
Public Defender Pretrial Release Unit (PRU):
Expands public defenders' access to clients preDistrict Attorney
arraignment.
Sheriff Pretrial Release: Expansion of pretrial
Public Defender
release services through funding for SF Pretrial
Diversion Project.
Sheriff
Sheriff Electronic Monitoring: Additional funding
allowing the Courts to rely on alternatives to jail
Sheriff
time.
Sheriff
Sheriff Misdemeanor Behavioral Health Court:
Additional funding for residential treatment and
Adult Probation
transitional housing for clients of the Court.
Adult Probation Law Enforcement Assisted
Public Health
Diversion (LEAD): Redirects individuals to
community‐based services, instead of arrest or
Public Health
prosecution.
Public Health Department Law Enforcement
Grand Total
Assisted Diversion (LEAD): Provides services to
individuals diverted from the criminal justice system.
Public Health Department Hummingbird Place:
New low-threshold behavioral health navigation
center.

Program

FY 2017-18

FY 2018-19

Weekend Rebooking

$0.6 M

$0.7 M

Pre-Trial Release Unit (PRU)

$0.3 M

$0.4 M

SF Pretrial Diversion Project

$0.7 M

$2.4 M

Electronic Monitoring

$0.8 M

$1.8 M

-

$0.6 M

LEAD workers

$0.5 M

$0.5 M

LEAD services

$0.3 M

$0.3 M

Hummingbird Place

$2.9 M

$2.9 M

$7.5 M

$11.0 M

Misdemeanor Behavioral Health Court
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Understanding the Math
• In order to close the Hall of Justice the in-custody jail
population must be reduced by an average daily population
of between 166 to 228 people.
• In 2016 the workgroup set a reduction goal of 83,220 bed
days.

• The bed day analysis is based on the number of people per
day, on average who would need to be out of custody in
order to have enough room in the remaining two jail
facilities.
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Controller’s Bed Day Analysis

To enable closure of
CJ#4, the jail must
reach target
ADP of 1,064
This would be lowest
ADP since 1980
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Controller’s Take-Away on Bed day Analysis
FY2018 Data
• As in 2015, a small proportion of prisoners have
long stays in jail, but occupy the majority of bed
days (see next two slides)
• No meaningful changes detected in the data
overall
• Based on ADP of 1,282 in FY17/18, the City would
have to reduce the number of occupied bed days
in a given year by 79,570 to eliminate the need to
build a new jail.
• FY17/18 peak jail population (1,405) is in line
with 2016 projection

Relatively few prisoners with longest stays have
biggest impact on bed days
2015 jail population share of bed days vs number of prisoners
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Except for newly booked, bed days have
stayed the same
CY 15 v FY 17/18
Bed Days
Comparison
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The jail population using the most bed days
remains disproportionately young and Black
FY17/18

Calendar Year 15
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Bed Days by Ethnicity and Age Range
FY 17/18
Percentage of Bed Days
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Identified Challenges to Reducing the Count
• The jail population is not static, i.e. 37% of the annual bookings
are for people who are new to the San Francisco Criminal
Justice System.
• The largest proportion of individuals have the shortest stays in
jail. Getting those people out faster results in a consistent
reduction in small increments of bed days.
• A small proportion of individuals have long stays in jail and
account for the vast majority of all bed days.
• Diverting an individual who would spend 180 days in jail has the
same impact on the average daily population as diverting six
people who would spend 30 days in jail.
• 911 frequent users of the system were booked more than 7,111
times in the two years, FY 16/17 through FY 17/18.
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The most people in a year are released
through SF Pretrial Diversion
4433

Releases for Reason
Booked in FY 16/17
Booked in FY 17/18

The number of bookings and releases has
remained consistent for the last two years

In the last two fiscal years, there were 911 individuals who
were booked 6 or more times with an aggregate number of
7,111 bookings.
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Working with individuals with complex medical, mental health,
economic and social challenges is essential to lowering the jail
count.
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DPH Action Items and Priorities
Action Items:
•

47 bed Psychiatric Respite Program at ZSFG

•

•

15 beds at Hummingbird Place at the Behavioral Health Center on the ZSFG campus
•

•

Status: DPH has currently filled 40 beds at St. Mary’s Healing Center.

32 residential substance use disorder treatment beds
•

•

Status: all 34 beds currently in use

30+ conservatorship beds in San Francisco
•

•

Status: all 15 beds currently in use

34 new medical respite beds
•

•

Status: this project is dependent on G.O. bond construction timeline to seismically
retrofit and renovate ZSFG Building 5 (old hospital building). Projected timeline for
project originally envisioned is FY 20-21. Currently evaluating alternative options.

Status: 30 beds currently filled at Salvation Army

5 detox beds
•

Status: 5 beds in use at Salvation Army
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DPH Action Items and Priorities
Impact on Jail Bed Days:

• Metric: Jail bed days occupied by people waiting for transfer to countyfunded locked behavioral health facilities
• Baseline: 35 people, 4,025 bed days
• Metric: Jail bed days occupied by people waiting for transfer to
residential behavioral health treatment programs
• Baseline: 276 people, 10,732 bed days
• FY 17-18: 160 people, 8,091 bed days
• Metric: Jail bed days occupied by people waiting for transfer to State
Hospital beds
• Baseline: 52 people, 3,323 bed days
• FY 2017-18: 37 people, 3,300 bed days
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DPH Action Items and Priorities
Additional DPH Efforts

• Evaluating alternative options for location for 47-bed Psychiatric
Respite at ZSFG to accelerate timeline
• Exploring Hummingbird expansion
• Overhaul of data systems in progress (Epic, Whole Person Care,
population data science initiative, etc)
• LEAD
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DPH Action Items and Priorities
Additional DPH Efforts (Continued):
Care within the jail – Jail Health Initiatives:

• Complete restructuring of BHS in the jail (integrated into JHS, no
longer CBO contract)
• Additional Psych Staffing in Jail Health Services 2.6 of 3.0 FTE in
place
• Enhanced Medication Assisted Treatment for Opioid Use Disorder
• Reduction of prescription opioid misuse
• Expansion of treatment for Alcohol Use Disorder

• Treatment of Hepatitis C to cure (grant-funded)
• Point of care testing for STDs to ensure immediate treatment
• Point of care testing for HIV and HCV
• Initiation of onsite specialty care – Physical Therapy and
Ophthalmology
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Previously, individuals booked on felony charges may
have waited up to four days before decision to dismiss
charges was made by the District Attorney
Action Item: ( As of June 2017)
1. The District Attorney supported by the Mayor’s Office included this
in the FY 2017-18 budget.
Results:
1. This began in December of 2017 and has continued to be funded in
FY 18/19. A position was created to perform weekend review of
on-view felony charges booked into jail. When the decision to
dismiss is made, individuals are released from jail. This has
contributed, along with Pretrial Release efficiencies, to persons with
cases dismissed being released an average of one to two days
earlier.
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SF District Attorney Charging Statistics

Felony Court Numbers
Presented
SFDA Filing & Action
Taken
FY 15/16-17/18

Custodial
Misdemeanor Court
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Taken
FY 15/16-17/18
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SFDA Filing as
Misdemeanor
FY 15/16-17/18
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SFDA /Weekend Rebooking
Per the Controller’s Office Evaluation:
• SFPD presented 16% of weekend felony bookings to SFDA

• Weekend Rebooking potentially reduced the stay of 4.4
suspects per week, on average
• Assuming a 50% reduction in bed days per suspect,
Weekend Rebooking may save 824 bed days annually
• If arresting agencies presented 100% of weekend felony
bookings to SFDA, Weekend Rebooking could save 4,358
bed days annually (5% of reduction goal of 83,220)
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SFDA /Jail Population Drivers
According to analyses conducted by the Controller (2016) and
JFA Institute (June 2018), key drivers of the jail population fall
into 2 categories:
1. Those booked and released more than once in a year;
2. Those who spend months – and years - in custody before
their cases are resolved, or jail sentences completed.
Service gaps continue to impact the jail population. For
example, individuals in Behavioral Health Court wait in jail an
average of 120 days for a bed in the community.
San Francisco’s $2 Million MacArthur Foundation Grant
Application seeks to address the drivers identified above.
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San Francisco high bail resulted in increased bed
days for those without funds who did not qualify for
pretrial release
Action Items: (As of June 2017)
1. City leaders are actively advocating for reform.
2. The State Superior Court, with the SF Presiding Court Judge,
are working on changes to existing bail procedures.
3. Mayor and BOS have approved additional funds for Pretrial.
4. The Public Defender approved for funds to enhance the Bail
Motion Unit (Early Representation Program)and provide
counsel earlier.
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San Francisco high bail resulted in increased bed
days for those without funds who did not qualify for
pretrial release
Results: (continued)

1. City leaders continue to support bail reform. The Humphrey
bail reform decision, was the result of litigation by Public
Defender Jeff Adachi.
2. The Presiding Judge of the SF Superior Court worked on the
State bail reform measure SB10, passed this September by
Governor Brown, to replace all bail with risk assessment.
3. SF Pretrial received additional funding of in the last two fiscal
years to expand their hours of operation and address the
increase of Pretrial releases that resulted from the Humphrey
Decision. In FY 18/19 1.77M was added to their budget.
4. The Public Defender Early Representation Program allowed
attorneys to meet with clients pre-arraignment to improve
outcomes.
5. The many Collaborative Courts continue to work with various
subcultures to provide structure and re-entry opportunities.
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Public Defender Results
Since the Workgroup convened in 2016 Public Defender Programs
• Bail unit (over 800 motions/year with ~40% release/reduce/settle)
• PRU “Pretrial Release Unit” (~11,200 jail bed days/year)
Other impacts on jail population
• PSA (~32 percent increase in pre-AN release)
• DA rebooking
• Mental Health Diversion
• LEAD
• Prop 47 (~2% decrease in re-arrest rates)
• Prop 57
• Prop 64
• SB-10
• Humphrey

So many new things are working and improving ….
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The Superior Courts approved a higher number of
pretrial releases in 2018
Action Items: (As of June 2017)
1. The FY 2017-18 budget included an increase of $700,000
toward funding the SF Pretrial Diversion Program.
2. The Sheriff’s Department budget includes additional options to
the court by adding electronic monitoring to pretrial
individuals.
Results:
1. The FY 2018/2019 budget included a substantial increase of
funding to the SFPDP to further increase hours and ability to
manage more clients.
2. The Sheriff’s Department increased its electronic monitoring
capability and the courts have increasingly selected this option
as part of pretrial release on O.R.
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Use of the Arnold PSA and the result of the Humphrey decision
has increased the number of pretrial individuals out of custody
SF Pretrial Diversion Project Pretrial Releases
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Pretrial Release Programs and Initiatives
Race/Ethnicity of Assertive Case
Management Program

Age Distribution of Assertive Case
Management Program

3%
16%

26%

24%

40%
27%

6%

25%
Amerian Indian/Alaskan Native
Asian or Pacific Islander

33%

18-25

Black

26-35

Other

36-50

Unknown
White

51+
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Electronic Monitoring has been implemented more often
by the courts for releasing clients on Pre-trial Assertive
Case Management
San Francisco Sheriff’s Department
Electronic Monitoring
Fiscal Year 2017-2018
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Comparison 2016 vs. 2018
On August 23,2016 there were:

2237
1,371
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Jail population
without alternatives
to incarceration

Jail population
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Out on pretrial
release and
sentenced
alternatives

On August 23,2018 there were:
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1342

1583

Jail population
without alternatives
to incarceration
Jail population
count actual
Out on pretrial
release and
sentenced
alternatives
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Data limitations continue to challenge the ability for the City to
identify, collect, analyze and predict the impact of most
recommendations, including the impact of disparities.
Action Items: ( As of June 2017)
1. DataScienceSF was tasked to work with criminal justice
departments to adopt a common race and ethnicity data
standard.
2. The City Administrator, as Executive Sponsor of JUS.T.I.S. is
considering ways the system and its member departments
can more effectively collect, share and report data to address
the data challenges identified by the Re-Envisioning Work
Group. This will require appropriate investment of resources.
3. The Human Rights Commission has launched “Engineering for
Equity” to advise departments on strategies to eliminate
disparities in the provision of public services; and to ensure
community involvement in the full range of government
decisions.
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Data limitations challenge the ability for the City to identify,
collect, analyze and predict the impact of most
recommendations including the impact of disparities.

Results:
1. DataScienceSF has completed its work on providing a
race/ethnicity standard for criminal justice and others. Their
work can be viewed at his https://datasf.gitbooks.io/draft-publishingstandards/content/demographics/race-and-ethnicity/city-andcounty-of-san-francisco/san-francisco-recommended-standard.html

2. The City Administrator in conjunction with the Director of the
Department of Telecommunications have been working to
“RESET” the JUS.T.I.S. program. A roadmap has been
developed with input of all members and is ready to be
implemented.
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Data limitations challenge the ability for the City to identify,
collect, analyze and predict the impact of most
recommendations including the impact of disparities.

Results: (continued)
The Human Rights Commission:
 Hosted a hearing and issued a resolution recommending
departments align data collection as a strategy to identify
disparities and improve service delivery

The HRC coordinated and facilitated the SFPD community
meetings to gather input around the adoption/use of CED
(Conductive Electronic Devices).

The HRC hosted over 20 community events/meetings to
engage community in assessment of policy and system
approaches

Through GARE and Equity workshops the HRC has provided
trainings and workshops to over 24 departments.

In partnership with the Controller's Office, the HRC issued a
survey to city departments that will inform an equity inventory
for CCSF.
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Summary of San Francisco Police
Department
1.

SFPD Arrest Statistics

2017 Jan 1-Dec 31

2018 Jan 1–Sept 30

12,233

9,854

Cited

7,089

4,869

Total

19,322

14,723

Booked

2.

Sworn staffing as of 12/31/16

2309

Sworn staffing as of 12/31/17

2307

Sworn staffing as of 12/31/18

2327

40 Hour CIT

941 includes approximately 20 civilians

10 Hour CIT

1812 includes approximately 15 reserves

Program: Healthy Streets Operation Center Homeless Outreach
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Jail Replacement Project
FINAL REPORT
Co-Chair, Roma Guy, MSW
Taxpayers for Public Policy
October 24, 2018
______________________________________________
Resolution No. 02-1, January 2016
Mandate of the Board of Supervisors

Modified Sequential Intercept model JRP-focused on
justice involved population days and length of stay

65% jail population: 7 days or less
18% jail population: 7-30 days
16% jail population 30 days or more

Taxpayers for Public Safety

New Criminal Justice Programs & Policy 2018
SHERIFF: Older, all men cohort within the Veteran’s Pod at
CJ2; Improved release for safety; Discharge Planner at facility.
PUBLIC DEFENDER: Pre-arraignment representation; Bail
Reform (Humphrey Decision)
District Attorney: Weekend staffing; evaluate bookings for
refiling; earlier release for those charges dismissed

Pretrial Diversion: Transition of leadership and reorganization
Board of Directors; Budget increase approved Board of
Supervisors; increased possibilities to release individuals awaiting
trial; testing Public Safety assessment tool; Pretrial
implementation of PSA tool and expanded staff; passage of SB10
Adult Probation: Hired Gender Responsive position; assure
trauma centered services and at placement sites

Taxpayers for Public Safety

Effective Intervention & Human Investments

• Implement safe consumption & injection sites (delayed to

2019)
• Renovate 47 medical beds at ZSFGH
• Expand harm reduction policy and programs

• Expand & build appropriate community based residential
treatment sites & housing including co-ops.

Taxpayers for Public Safety

Maintain SF eligibility for State financing
of construction & renovation

• Complete renovation of CJ2 by 2020
• Increase capacity of community residential
treatment & appropriate housing for at risk
and formerly justice involved populations

Taxpayers for Public Safety

External
ExternalFactors
Factors Driving
Driving Incarceration
Incarceration
1) Policy: Supreme Court decisions and locally conservatorship function
transferred from District Attorney to City Attorney

2) Natural Disasters: earthquake; fires
3) Criminal Trends: bail; Proposition 47
4) Demographic Trends: increased homelessness in jail >30%;

legislative policies related to conservatorship; increased need
appropriate health services; projected increase older population; black
population over-representation (over 50% justice involved); high rate

of TAY (26% of justice involved); increase of cis/transgendered
female in 2018

Taxpayers for Public Safety

POST JAIL REPLACEMENT PROJECT

NEXT STEPS
NEXT STEPS
&
&
RECOMMENDATIONS
RECOMMENDATIONS
Taxpayers
for Public Safety
Taxpayers
Public Safety
2018for
- 2020
2018 - 2020

SF Taxpayers for Public Safety
Recommendations
1. Establish bi-annual report of budget priorities and public hearing
at Neighborhood Committee of the at Board of Supervisors, for
accountability, transparent strategies, measurable timelines &
objectives to reduce incarceration.
2. End increased practice of arresting & incarcerating homeless.

3. Build strong re-entry option with community-based non-profits &
public services to reduce high levels of recidivism.
4. Develop and monitor system of reporting key indicators of racial
and ethnic disparities.
5. Eliminate inappropriate paths to incarceration and reduce
recidivism rates.

SF Taxpayers for Public Safety
Recommendations
6. Address systemic racial disparities of incarceration rates.

7. Accept & implement cis/transgender female working group
Strategic Plan.
8. Incorporate priorities of JRP housing group (community-based
residential treatment, supportive housing, co-ops).
9. Preserve the current status of SF Pretrial Diversion Project.
10.Invest in TAY population to establish specific & measurable
strategy & budge to reduce incarceration.
11.Develop behavioral health services and appropriate housing.

SUMMARY
SUMMARY
Taxpayersfor
for Public
Taxpayers
PublicSafety
Safety
• Suspend timeline implementation of CJ6 at San Bruno &
transfers out of County.
• Challenge & invest in relevant community interventions
and continue reform of Criminal Justice system to close
CJ4.
• Insist on comprehensive overview, specific measurable
objectives and timelines of all outcomes with all invested
City/County, community partners on a bi-annual basis at
Board of Supervisors, Public Safety & Neighborhood
Committee.

Sheriff’s Next Steps
• Work on identifying frequently booked individuals in
coordination with DPH and others to understand their
acuity and develop individual treatment plans to
provide an exit from the criminal justice cycle.
• Continue to identify efficiencies and safe passage in
releasing those leaving custody.
• Work with the Treasurer’s Office and the Mayor on
greatly reducing or eliminating phone charges to those
in our jails. (currently 50% of calls are free)
• Pursue vocational training opportunities with the Office
of Workforce Development for our in-custody
population.
• Develop a multi-disciplinary Behavioral Health pod in
collaboration with Department of Public Health.
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Sheriff’s Next Steps
Identify options to close County Jail #4 in the event the
count is not sufficiently reduced in the next year.
Options under consideration:
 Immediately begin planning for a portion of
replacement beds by renovating County Jail #6 at San
Bruno.
 Est. planning time: 18 months
 Est. time to begin construction: Late 2020
 Est. time for completion: 2023
 Send ( 200 to 300) inmates out of county ( likely
Alameda County) at time County Jail #4 closes for the
next ten to fifteen years.
 Do nothing (not an option)
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